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FAST, FRIENDLY, SERVICE

Always open on game days
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17TH AT "Q" Call: 435-511- 4

CARSSPORTS

Kiffin lists the 1971 Oklahoma game
at Norman, which the Huskers won
35 31, as the highlight of his coaching
career. Ranking near the top, he said, was
last year's Orange Bowl win.

He said he enjoys the challenge of

facing top-flig- opposition and feels that
Nebraska teams play well under pressure.
The UCLA game will provide a definite

challenge, he said.
"I think people will find out this

Saturday what kind of a team we have.

They shouldn't have to wait for the
second game," he said.

For Kiffin, this fall will be another
lest. As a coach, he said he feels he will
lie judged on the ncjAt 11 weeks, and the
dedication he feels toward his job is

evident whether one watches him or talks
with him.

Now 33 years old, Kiffin a bachelor
until May, said he still has football on
his mind nearly all the time he is awake
and has no hobbies to relax.

"Football is my hobby," he explained.
"I can enjoy watching films more than
walking around a golf course, for
instance. It's just a matter of doing what

you enjoy."
Monte Kiffin makes no secret about

what he enjoys.

MG, Triumph, Jaguar
Authorized Dealer
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Triumphs and
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Best Used Sports Car Selection in the Midwest
'71 24U L

10 MGs
6 Triumphs

2 Jaguar XKE Coupes
3 Jaguar XJ6 Sedans
'72' Opel GT

TRIUMPH MG JAGUAR

RENAULT PEUGEOT

SALES - SERVICE
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Monte Kiffin
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1731 O" STWtETPhone 432-427- 7

Ask for our Campus Representatives-Ste- ve Erickson or Steve

Manning

OPEN AFTER THE GAME UNTIL 6 P.M. EVERY SATURDAY


